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INTRODUCTION
To enable efficient storage data movement, Microsoft introduced a new data 
transfer technology with Microsoft Server 2012 termed offloaded data transfer, or 
ODX. The goal of ODX is to significantly reduce the client-server network traffic 
and CPU load during large data transfers by managing the data copy within the 
ODX-suported storage device. See page 6 for a list of supported devices.

OVERVIEW
A typical server/storage configuration consists of multiple LUNs from a storage 
system presented to multiple host systems. Filesystems are then created on 
these LUNs. These filesystems can then be presented to clients using SMB 
shares for general file-server applications, or used as storage for virtual hard 
drives (VHD) used by virtual machines hosted by Microsoft Hyper-V. Both of 
these use cases can benefit from ODX offload.

ODX TOKEN
A token is used with the ODX implementation as a proxy for the data. This 512-byte 
unique data structure is generated by the storage device and is a point-in-time 
representation of the underlying data. This is passed from server to server in place 
of the data to be copied, while the heavy lifting of the actual data copy is performed 
internal to the storage device.
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NON-ODX CONFIGURATION
In the example configuration shown below, the steps taken to copy data 
from one filesystem to another are as follows:

1 3

2

Server/Client
Network

Write data to server 2
via server/client network

Storage
Network

Server 1 Server 2

Read data from
LUN 0

Write data from
LUN 1

1.  Server 1 issues read command 
to LUN 0 and transfers all data 
over the storage network into 
local memory.

2.  Server 1 issues command to 
write the data over the server/
client network to server 2’s
local memory. All data is
transferred over this network.

3.  Server 2 issues write command
to LUN 1, and transfers all data 
over the storage network from 
local memory.

In this configuration, there are a 
number of potential bottlenecks 
to the system performance:

• Server Data Path

• Storage Device

• Storage Network

• Server/Client Network

These are covered in more detail 
on page 5 where the key benefits 
of ODX are outlined.
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ODX CONFIGURATION
Using the offloading capabilities of ODX, the bottlenecks outlined in the 
previous section are significantly reduced. The steps taken to copy data 
from one server’s filesystem to another’s using ODX are shown below.
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Server/Client
Network

Pass
Token

Storage
Network

Copy
Manager copies

data directly
from one LUN

to the other

Of�oad Read
to LUN 0

Return
Result

Receive
Token

Of�oad
Write

(with Token)
to LUN 1

Server 2Server 1

1.  Server 1 issues offload read
command (POPULATE TOKEN) 
to LUN 0.

2.  Server 1 issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 0 to read the results of 
the POPULATE TOKEN 
command.

3.  Server 1 sends the token to
server 2 over the server/client
network.

4.  Server 2 issues offload write
command (WRITE USING
TOKEN) to LUN 1.

5.  Copy Manager (implemented 
in storage) acts on the token, 
and copies data directly from 
one LUN to the other. No data 
is transferred over the storage 
network or the server/client 
network.

6.  Server 2 issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 1 to read the results of 
the WRITE USING TOKEN 
command.

As can be seen from this example, 
the main data transfers occur only 
in the storage device itself.
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KEY BENEFITS
The key benefits of ODX technology are in the areas of system performance, and 
this manifests itself in a number of ways as described below. The result is a faster 
copy or move operation.

REDUCED SERVER LOAD
Server load is reduced by ODX in a number of ways. A minimum of two memory 
visits are eliminated for the data, freeing up memory bandwidth for other uses. 
Likewise, PCIe bandwidth is freed up. This freeing up of server resources allows for 
more resources for applications.

REDUCED STORAGE DEVICE UTILIZATION
Similar to a server, the storage device itself benefits from ODX. Data is not 
transferred over the host interfaces, resulting in more available interface, PCIe and 
memory bandwidth. This increases the number of hosts that can utilize a storage 
device before it reaches its performance limits.

REDUCED STORAGE NETWORK UTILIZATION
The storage network typically connects a number of servers and storage devices. 
Any reduction in traffic on this network, as occurs with ODX, reduces congestion 
and makes more bandwidth available for other applications and systems. This 
increases the number of devices that can share the same network, reducing the 
cost of the infrastructure.

REDUCED SERVER/CLIENT NETWORK UTILIZATION
The server/client network, which is typically 10GbE or 1GbE, is often the main 
bottleneck of a system. Any method to reduce the traffic on this network is 
beneficial. ODX allows for a significant decrease in traffic between server 
nodes, freeing up bandwidth for transfers to client nodes.
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OS INTEGRATION
The ODX feature is integrated into the copy engine of the OS (Win32 CopyFile API). 
This means that any application that uses the standard OS copy APIs can take 
advantage of this feature. The most common example of this is a drag-and-drop copy 
of a file between two folders on two different file servers. Support is also present in the 
OS in the Hyper-V storage stack and in the Windows SMB File Server. Application 
developers may also develop their own implementation for situations where the 
existing APIs may not be applicable, but this is rarely necessary.

E-SERIES IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the implementation on the E-Series controllers. Note that not 
all controller models are supported. The supported products are listed in this section.

AFFECTED SUPPORTED PRODUCTS
E-Series E18, E18V, E32V, E48, E48V, E48VT, E60, E60V, E60VT

FIRMWARE VERSION
E-Series 1102 and beyond, E-Series V 1202 and beyond

NUMBER OF TOKENS/OPERATIONS
E-Series supports up to 4096 tokens, and two concurrent commands. This is 
reported to the OS in the Inquiry VPD pages.

HIGH AVAILABILITY OPERATION
E-Series supports operation across both controllers in a HA-pair. The tokens are 
managed by the controller that has ownership of the LUN, but the LUN is accessible 
from either controller.

PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
The number of concurrent operations has been calculated to optimize overall 
system performance, balancing system throughput for ODX and non-ODX traffic.
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USE CASES

This section 
describes common 
use-cases for ODX.

SINGLE SERVER WITH ODX 
E-Series presents multiple LUNs to the host system and filesystems are then 
created on these LUNs. In the example configuration shown below, the steps 
taken to copy data from one filesystem to another are as follows. Note that 
ODX can also be used to accelerate transfers on a single filesystem.
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Storage
Network

Copy
Manager copies

data directly
from one LUN

to the other

Of�oad Read
to LUN 0

Return
Result

Receive
Token

Of�oad
Write

(with Token)
to LUN 1

Server 1

1.  Server issues offload read 
command (POPULATE 
TOKEN) to LUN 0.

2.  Server issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 0 to read the results 
of the POPULATE TOKEN 
command.

3.  Server issues offload write 
command (WRITE USING 
TOKEN) to LUN 1.

4.  Copy Manager (implemented 
in storage) acts on the token 
and copies data directly from 
one LUN to the other. No data 
is transferred over the storage 
network.

5.  Server issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 1 to read the results of 
the WRITE USING TOKEN 
command.
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DUAL SERVERS WITH ODX 
E-Series presents multiple LUNs to the host systems and filesystems are then 
created on these LUNs. In the example configuration shown below, the steps 
taken to copy data from one server’s filesystem to another’s are as follows.
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to the other

Of�oad Read
to LUN 0

Return
Result
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Token

Of�oad
Write

(with Token)
to LUN 1

Server 2Server 1

1.  Server 1 issues offload 
read command (POPULATE 
TOKEN) to LUN 0.

2.  Server 1 issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 0, to read the results 
of the POPULATE TOKEN 
command.

3.  Server 1 sends the token to 
server 2 over the server/client
network.

4.  Server 2 issues offload write 
command (WRITE USING 
TOKEN) to LUN 1.

5.  Copy Manager (implemented 
in storage) acts on the token, 
and copies data directly from 
one LUN to the other. No data 
is transferred over the storage 
network or the server/client 
network.

6.  Server 2 issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 1 to read the results of 
the WRITE USING TOKEN 
command.
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STORAGE TIER WITH ODX 
This use-case is very similar from the array perspective to the single server 
case. E-Series supports storage tiers by presenting LUNs with different 
underlying characteristics. These can be leveraged by host software that 
supports tiering. In the example configuration shown below, the steps taken 
to copy data from one tier to another are as follows.
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Storage
Network

Copy
Manager copies

data directly
from one LUN

to the other

Of�oad Read
to SSD Tier

(LUN 0)
Return
Result

Receive
Token

Of�oad
Write

(with Token)
to HDD Tier

(LUN 1)

Server 1

1.  Server issues offload read
command (POPULATE TOKEN) 
to LUN 0, which is the SSD tier.

2.  Server issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 0 to read the results of 
the POPULATE TOKEN 
command.

3.  Server issues offload write 
command (WRITE USING 
TOKEN) to LUN 1 which is the 
HDD tier.

4.  Copy Manager (implemented 
in storage) acts on the token, 
and copies data directly from 
one LUN to the other. No data 
is transferred over the storage 
network.

5.  Server issues command to 
read token (RECEIVE ROD 
TOKEN INFORMATION) to 
LUN 1 to read the results of 
the WRITE USING TOKEN 
command.
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REFERENCES
T10 XCOPY Lite Specification (11-059r9)

http://www.t10.org/cgi-bin/ac.pl?t=d&f=11-059r9.pdf 

T10 SCSI Primary Commands (SPC-4)

http://www.t10.org/cgi-bin/ac.pl?t=f&f=spc4r37.pdf 

T10 SCSI Block Commands (SBC-3)

http://www.t10.org/cgi-bin/ac.pl?t=f&f=sbc3r36.pdf 

Microsoft TechNet Library

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831628.aspx  

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj200627.aspx 

ABOUT IMATION
Imation is a global data storage and information security company. Imation’s 
Nexsan portfolio features solid-state optimized unified hybrid storage 
systems, secure automated archive solutions and high-density enterprise 
storage arrays. Nexsan solutions are ideal for mission-critical IT applications 
such as virtualization, cloud, databases, and collaboration; and energy 
efficient, high-density storage for backup and archiving. There are more 
than 11,000 customers of Nexsan solutions worldwide with more than 
33,000 systems deployed since 1999. Nexsan systems are delivered through 
a worldwide network of cloud service providers, value-added resellers and 
solutions integrators. For more information, visit www.imation.com/nexsan.




